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I regarded the car as blase, run-of-the-mill, and unexceptional in just about every way. Fast
forward to the present. Is it nostalgic memories of my youth or is it beholding the remarkable
preservation of a car that a lot of people such as myself at one time regarded as dispensable?
Despite the hazy pictures, it appears this Classic is unmolested and all-original, including the
light brown metallic paint, landau roof, hubcaps, chrome trim, and chrome rocker panel
coverings. How many previous owners have there been? Has the car spent its entire life in
Upstate New York? It would be interesting to learn more. Aside from the poor color choice of
the steering wheel cover, the rich, dark brown vinyl dash and door coverings look beautiful
against the simulated wood grain applique. The checkered upholstery covering the front bench
seat is certainly unique and looks to be in decent condition, with perhaps a bit of stretching
present on the driver side. The car does come with AC, which is presumed to be in working
order. It would be nice to see the condition of the rear cabin area, but unfortunately, no photos
are provided. The photo above shows the amazing condition of the vinyl landau roof. It looks
brand new with no cracks or fading and indicates this Caprice has enjoyed a lifetime of
pampered, indoor storage. No photos are provided of the engine though, which is reported by
the seller to be the optional cubic inches, 5. Landau Equipment Package was for coupes only
and included a half-vinyl roof and a few other options. This would be called a full vinyl roof. I
guess you are too young to remember these behind you with the overhead red and blue lights
flashing. You younguns!! Crown Vics were a close 2nd. They look ridiculous. I agree!!! I just
love these. I hope new buyer Not molest or modd it keep it stock and original! I love crank
windows. I have them in my crew cab pickup and for some reason it bugs everyone who rides in
it. People are so damn lazy now. As my 7 year old grandson at the time, got into my 66 Mustang
and asked me what is this as he pointed at the crank-handle for the passenger-side window?
The full size Chevies from were bloated beasts that on a good day were capable of miles per
gallon at best. That was with carryover motors from the 60s that were being strangled with
emissions controls and running on available low-octane unleaded fuel. My grandparents had a
79 Impala. It was brown with tan painted roof, v8, it had AC, but roll up windows and AM radio.
My grand dad never listened to the radio while driving. He said it made him nervous. No
comments on the mismatched paint on the driver door? When I was a teen in the 80s, these cars
were everywhere. I liked the late 80s Brougham model with the pillow top seats. I think was the
last year for this body style, then from 91 on they looked like big eggs. Wish I never sold my
grandfathers 87 Brougham. Was such a solid car. I was young and dumb. It needed a
transmission. Not just police cars, taxis. My sister bought a brown used taxi with who knows
how many miles already on it, you cannot kill these cars, they have to finally succumb to body
rot. We were open 24 hours, doing engine and trans replacements at night. Fun times. Paint
never held up too well. That front seat covering is not stock. They had an early overdrive trans
that was a little annoying when locking up and unlocking. They rode well and handled well till
the ice and snow. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jay B.
More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments RoughDiamond. Jay B Staff.
Boatman Member. It was. David P. Rob John. Lost me at crank windows. Classic Steel.
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eclectic group brings with them some of the most diverse, unique and capable street-driven
drag raced cars in the world. Jeremy Stelford is one of those people and he brings with him one
of the biggest sleepers in recent Drag Week history. The large, four-door, maroon colored
Caprice rocks many additions to make the it look like "grandpa's bingo cruiser," including a
shirt racked filled with Hawaiian shirts, tow mirrors, bingo bumper sticker, wire spoke wheels
and a bunch ofsubtle touches throughout the car. Under the big hood of the Caprice is a
Scoggin Dickey ci big-block Chevy that makes hp, with a TH transmission that sends power to a
bolt with 3. A pair of custom-made white wall Nitto R drag radials send power to the ground. The
short trip was enough to hook Jeremy into wanting to do "the greatest thing ever. When he and
his father went to purchase some wheels for a different project, he saw the Caprice -- and at first
-- passed on the old boring looking car. After hearing the roar of the big-block his opinion of the
car changed and Jeremy was the proud owner the following day. He and his father, Rodney,
then tackled getting it Drag Week ready. This included hanging Garfield in the back window and
adding a hula girl. The duo did decide to build the coolest looking trailer of Drag Week. Jeremy
and his father converted the small ATV trailer that just barely fit the rules for total size. The mini
"camper" is painted to match and looks like a vintage '60s camper. Jeremy, his dad and his

friends completely built it, wired it and had it painted in the month leading into DW' Drag Week
was Jeremy's first attempt at Drag Week, but unfortunately it didn't go to plan. After all the work,
his torque converter let go in the burnout box, which leftthe big Caprice helpless and unable to
continue from Cordova, Illinois, day four. For , Jeremy had a new converter and was ready to
finish the event. His dad came with him and acted as navigator, co-pilot, and mechanic.
Fortunately things went much smoother for them and the duo were successful finishing the
event. The 4,pound Caprice ran a best The car worked so well in fact that they were even able to
bring out a BBQ and cook some late night Bratwurst with friends along the way. Jeremy was
proud to finish with his dad beside him, and wants to be able to continue Drag Week with the
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Chevrolet and this example was ordered with some of the mo Beautiful California survivor! Most
of the paint is just as Chevrolet applied it in December Contact Seller. Car runs good but needs
two tires. Two of the tires are brand new. The car Please visit our website to view a full HD
photoset of this vehicle Every inch of this Chevrolet Caprice has been custom crafted to be a
color-coordinated and pre This car was specially ordered with the following equipment: 5.
Initially off Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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